Thank God, it is raining here at our Stone Home nestled in a gently sloping hill, deep inside the most magnificent Cleveland National Forest that remains rather pristine, not having changed much in the past half century despite out-of-control real estate speculation, mortgaging our children's future that is now rather bleak, thanks to poorly educated educators such as you!

Any comments on what I last sent Attorney JP Kurt or the "back and forth" late last night with Dr. John K. Pollard Jr., an alumni of MIT and Cornell who my wife, Queen Ant, Marie Dion Gevisser, remains convinced is pulling out all stops to "set up" academia, the new corrupt church.

Those communications, if they haven’t already, will be shortly uploaded on just3ants.com.

Why aren’t you involving more Harvard students in our "back and forth"?

Ok, let's get back to this use of the word, "asinine", in reference to my list, thoughtfully typed by an "educated" ass who happens to be on the "asinine list"!

My list, Sir, is a statistically valid sampling of the world's literate and most crooked, beginning with academia.

While you now should make it your business to contact both your personal lawyers and liability insurance broker to make certain you have both "adequate and proper" personal liability insurance coverage, at least to financially protect your co-dependants, for any and all acts of slander and libel you have consciously and disparagingly created towards me, I will
proceed, poste haste, to remind you to look time and again at those email addresses you see in the carbon copy section, then just imagine who is blind carbon copied, “sum” [sic] getting to see a sampling of others in the blind carbon copy section, that you have my word for it, does not include your name, at the present time, but that could change "tTOo" [sic].

Not to mention, forget the truth that I am in, "real time" mitigating my damages, via just3ants.com and the likes, using your asinine behavior to increase the circle of those dependant upon my insight and analysis of the important events of the day.

Are you serious or delirious?

The world would not necessarily be a better place were you to disappear once again in to your hole unless that only meant our Superior Being continues patiently to fill the ever increasing perfect vacuum of space between your ears, reflecting Deep Space from which no sound can be heard.

Light travels through any vacuum, exposing the corrupt-dumb who cannot look beyond the edge of their noses!

Dogs nose shit!

The Light-Bulb effect guiding each of us apart from of course the brain dead,

Lack of Light-Information-Knowledge-power, power to change the world stems from humans being lazy and fearful from embracing the truth.

The truth is too disrupting for some people too busy keeping track of all their lies from day one.

Your lack of knowledge is betrayed by your silence regarding the questions I have posed to you and reminded you of time and again as they relate to Hollywood blockbuster author Edward Jay Epstein's The Diamond Invention that is not some fictional Star Wars movie.

Not to mention yet again, you would know why De Beers controlled Hollywood has yet to produce even a screenplay!

But a Black Hole is no fun place to hide and consequently I will kindly ask our Superior Being to do whatever He-She thinks appropriate including using the “Hand of God” spelled out clearly in Einstein’s E=mc²<=>”2 c mE” in “reverse” moving the muscles around the mouth when you cannot “help yourself” to remain quiet.

Please comment on the following:

\[It\ is\ better\ to\ keep\ quiet\ and\ let\ people\ think\ you\ to\ be\ a\ fool\ than\ to\ speak\ out\ and\ remove\ all\ doubt!\ -\ Proverbs\]

Please comment on the following:

\[God\ helps\ those\ who\ help\ themselves!\]
BTW have you ever given thought to what thoughts occur to our superior Being who uses our minds, at least those who are mindful like Einstein, to "discover" the precise Laws of Nature that first appear as images?

Yes, our imagination is all chemical reactions that can be translated very accurately back in to the science and the math, the most precise of all languages and why Einstein, the ever so kind and most humble genius of geniuses who acknowledged in the twilight of his life that despite being one of the pioneers of Quantum Mechanics, that which goes forward must also work in reverse, referred graciously to \( E=mc^2 \) as "The Mind of God" given it's "certainty" which is lacking in QM.

You would know that for every action there is an equal and opposite action, nothing is gained or lost, Newton’s principal that still holds true.

Special-General Relativity at its core explains that mass, \( m \), can all be converted at the speed of light, \( c \), to the power 2, in to Energy, \( E \).

Einstein in his quest for a Unified Theory
For the inner workings
Of the universe!

Was not seeking anything mysterious or superstitious, simply the “Hand of God” at work with what he knew to be the “Mind of God” given again the precision of his “discovery” of how the cosmos worked; S-G Relativity not only proven time and again, one direct experiment after the next, but this mind-boggling certain alpha-numeric mathematical equation is used each and every moment from simple calculations to those creating miniature neutron bombs.

Please comment on the words in the Hebrew Bible attributable to God:

\[ \text{Let there be light!} \]

How surprised are you that I am still alive?

How much exercise do you do on a daily basis?

What is your body fat percentage?

What can I do to stop you crying?

Do you feel both financially poor and worse, suffering horribly from Poverty of Thought?

Would you pay more or less attention to someone who cannot figure out on their own the scientific data that proves conclusively there is a strong correlation between obesity and dementia which mostly means dementia doesn’t begin once you are designated obese!

Do you just think you function independently of those of us smart enough to figure out not only should one not mock God but when using the name of God in vein when all else fails such as when your mind "gives up" is an excellent sign of foolishness; and of course increasing strong evidence of God seeing fit to take over the mind of all intellectual midgets
those who choose poorly to keep company with someone who is nothing more than a light bulb for others!

Please comment on the following website name:

www.EmanANDgod.COM

Please comment on the following:

moc.GODdnaNAME.ww

Please comment on the markings on the Blombos rock found in a cave in South Africa that my wife and I visited back in 1995, carbon dated 77,000 years old

Please comment on the markings on the Blombos rock when turned upside and read like Hebrew from right to left.

Please comment on how much trouble you have seeing the Star of David clearly visible on the far left.

Please comment on Los Angeles Times article from January 11th, 2002, titled, “Carvings Spark Debate on Origin of Abstract Thought”.
Carvings Spark Debate on Origin of Abstract Thought

Science: The discovery suggests the ability began longer ago than believed, and in Africa, not Europe.

By Usha Lee McFarling

The very modern human traits of complex and abstract thinking may have evolved in Africa 77,000 years ago—almost twice as early as previously believed—according to a team of anthropologists who unearthed intricate geometric carvings on bits of rock from a South African cave.

The finding, if verified, could overturn much current thinking in anthropology. But the sweeping claim is already generating controversy among experts in the field.

The discovery suggests that modern human behavior evolved in Africa rather than Europe. The artifacts, pieces of red rock etched with geometric shapes, are more than 40,000 years older than another milestone of complex behavior: the dazzling paintings of animals and humans on the walls of French caves.

"In light of this new evidence it seems that, at least in southern Africa, Homo sapiens was behaviorally modern about 77,000 years ago," wrote Christopher S. Henshilwood, the anthropologist who led the research. His findings are being published online today in the Journal of Human Evolution. The archaeologist said, "may have been constructed with symbols intent."

Anthropologists consider the production of art, particularly the use of symbols, a hallmark of modern human behavior. Others include the development of specialized tools, including flaked spear points and fishing nets, and the use

Please see A9, A10
ART: Controversial Findings

Continued from A1

Modern humans evolved in Africa about 100,000 years ago. About 50,000 years ago, they spread into Europe and began to inflate the Neanderthals—a separate humanlike species.

Almost all ancient traces of modern behavior, such as fire, tools and cave paintings, have been discovered in Europe. That fact has led paleoanthropologists such as Stanford’s Richard Klein to suggest that some kind of behavioral revolution occurred 50,000 years ago that fueled improved abilities to hunt and gather, a population boom, widespread migration and some artistic abilities.

Klein suggests that the behavioral changes were due to a biological advance, perhaps a change in brain structure. Others say the primary change more likely was cultural. Both others argue that no abrupt change occurred, but that art and culture developed slowly.

Early human living in Africa, many surmised, led to a more primitive way of life—something that did not include symbolic art. The newly discovered objects would challenge all of those assumptions. The finds consist of stone tools, some curved, and others, a red toxin used to make pigment. One group of researchers said the finds indicate that a 50,000-year-old ancient humans did not have the ability to create body paint or ceremonial painting. But another group said the rock art is too good to be abstract carving: parallel lines in a resembling fashion.

Henshilwood said the patterns appear to be carefully and deliberatively carved into rocks that were not smoothed beforehand. He believes the patterns are abstraction and symbols that were probably created by ancient humans, others—as ability that would later be used by language. But some skeptics say that because the newly discovered objects are not found alone, the humans may have been the first to create body paints.

But, Klein, who has worked in several caves in Africa and has studied the Blombos cave in South Africa Museum in Cape Town, has said that the objects may not be as important as those in Europe.

But, Klein, who has worked in several caves in Africa and has studied the Blombos cave in South Africa Museum in Cape Town, has said that the objects may not be as important as those in Europe.

The objects were found in caves and in other locations around the world. Henshilwood said the coastal areas who occupied the cave had advanced more quickly than those in the interior.

Richard Klein,
Stanford paleoanthropologist

of animals and humans created an art full of color and skills 30,000 to 40,000 years ago.

Added Steve Kuhn, an anthropologist at the University of Arizona: “It could be just doodling.”

Henshilwood discovered the Blombos cave in 1999 and in 2001, it is a 120-foot cliff overlooking the Indian Ocean, 180 miles out of Cape Town.

In December, Henshilwood’s team published the discovery of the Blombos cave in Nature magazine. The team has discovered about 7,000-year-old sand deposits, the hole suggested unexpected advancements in civilization.

The carved stones were found in sedimentary deposits, which are dated to 7,000 years. The rocks themselves were not dated.

The carvings are far older than the oldest previously recorded artistic artifacts in Africa—90,000 years ago. Beach shells thought to be 40,000 to 50,000 years old and discovered by anthropologist Stanley Ambrose of the University of Illinois.

A few carvings and ornaments older than 50,000 years have been discovered elsewhere, one, which seems to be the carved form of a woman with an elaborate hairdo, is 250,000 years old. But anthropologists consider those to be rare and not as significant as the new finds.
Please comment on the “deafening silence” of Professor Richard Klein who kept telling me he would get back to me once, you think, he was done with scratching his tochas?

Please comment on the following highly incriminating document produced by the Wetherly Capital Group for a most important meeting which I attended on February 8th, 2002 that references a meeting that took place on January 11th, 2002 involving 5 individuals; both co-Managing Directors of the WCG, Dan Weinstein and Vicky Schiff, Joe Campos, a “renter” of the WCG, and the two most senior executives of Vivendi Environmental, formerly US FILTER, Andy Seidel, Chief Executive Officer and Steve Stanzac, General Counsel
VE is a 63% owned public subsidiary of Vivendi [Stock Symbol V], the French multinational water conglomerate that was in deep trouble back in late 2001.

Bear in mind that some 14 days prior, December 28th, 2001, Joe Campos arranged and participated in two meetings, 10 minutes apart, both meetings also including Democrat-Socialist California Governor Gray Davis.

The first meeting, all geared to “prime the pump” for the “greasing of the wheels” included in addition to Campos and Davis, Seidel and Stanzac, setting the stage for the second meeting involving 3 individuals; again Campos and Davis as well as my close colleague Dr. Rod Smith of the waterstragist.com who had prepared beforehand a White Paper for the corrupt Governor, a decorated Veteran of the DAAC controlled United States’ Vietnam War, that was hand delivered to the Governor by Campos.

To the best of my knowledge, the document you see below, prepared by Dr. Rod Smith for the February 8th, 2002 meeting that the lawyers of the WCG failed to mention in another highly criminally incriminating document they sent me on April 2nd 2002, attempting to “white-water-wash” the “dirt” I had got my hands on spelling out in no uncertain terms the “blackened
hands” of WCG and Co. whose seed capital provider, Ron Burkle was the first to hire Bill “Rhodes-DeBeers Scholar” Clinton immediately after leaving the White House in a much bigger shambles, the removing of the letter W from the computer keyboards, the tip of the iceberg; the US economy already on an epic meltdown, stalled only by 911 that Israeli Military Intelligence figured made sense so long as it was financed by DAAC US business interests who thought the 3 generation dummied down American public wouldn’t be able to figure out how much more sense it would have made and so much easier had House of Saud-Saudi Arabian Osama Ben Laden simply attacked the oil fields of his well paying masters.
February 8, 2002

Rod Smith's Activities Regarding
Development of Business Opportunity

1. Participation in Meeting of October 23, 2001 (Smith, Van Gundy, Weinstein, Shiff, Campos, Gevisser)
   a. Provided background economic, political, and policy background on Imperial Valley asset
   b. Shared materials on potential valuation of acquisition
   c. Discussed potential valuation gap facing negotiations with Vivendi
   d. Presented alternative business strategies/deal structures regarding overcoming potential valuation gaps

2. Development of Business Plan, Business Strategy, and Financing Structures (in collaboration with Gevisser pursuant to confidential discussions)
   a. Definition of Business
   b. Refinement of Business Strategy
   c. Identification of skill sets and individuals
   d. Development of financial structures
   e. Asset acquisition strategy
   f. Roll-Up of Agricultural Technology

3. Participation in Follow-up Meeting Dec (?) 2001 (Smith, Weinstein, Campos)
   a. Discussion of promoter issue
   b. Discussion of concept of “CAP” as entity for vehicle of funding
   c. Receipt of materials from Weinstein concerning preferred “powerpoint” presentation of funding request
   d. Discussion of follow-up meetings regarding potential promoters

4. Development of Participation in Governor Briefing (in collaboration with Campos and Weinstein)
   a. Preparation of White Paper on California’a Colorado River Challenges
   b. Preparation of talking points regarding need for proactive action by US Filter
   c. Face-to-face meeting with Governor regarding Colorado River
   d. Follow-up conversations with Weinstein/Campos regarding next steps in light of meetings with Governor
Not to mention if you or your attorneys, colleagues, students, family, friends or just acquaintances would like to see a better copy or better yet the actual copy handed to me by Ms. Schiff, the composer of this mind-bogglingly criminally incriminating document talking to voter fraud in the upcoming California Gubernatorial elections that were held on November 8th 2002 just email me or Mr. Jeffrey R. Krinsk Esq. who has his own set of documents held in "safekeeping".

To mention little once again of both the share price of V and VE beginning a precipitous 280 day continuous collapse on January 3rd, 2002, the very day I let Ms. Schiff know that she and her crime partners that included Ron Burkle who provided US$2 million in “seed capital” to the WCG, could not count on me or Dr. Smith to go along with their “greasing of the wheels”.

To mention in passing that on January 3rd 2002 my math wizard and well formally business schooled French Canadian wife, Marie Dion Gevisser had her attorney neighbor, Mr. Jim McFarland Esq. witness her very crafty will that I first formally “dreamed up” when reciting back in late December 1976, some 3 months after 30-year old peace activist South African Steve Biko, was brutally murdered by the United States’ South African Secret Police aka BOSS [Bureau of State Security], to my elderly Professor of Deceased and Insolvent Estates at the University of Natal-Kwazulu, South Africa, what I had hand written on my final exam paper which neither he nor I could read, and what I read him was not only missing from my exam paper, what I said had nothing whatsoever to do with any of the questions let alone anything that was taught, which didn’t prevent this Professor from giving me a decent passing grade.

You of course should be also bothered to know that Ms. Schiff and I owned jointly a safety deposit box,
number 280 at the Union Bank branch on the corner of 15th Street and Highway 101 in downtown heavily councilmember and real estate infested Del Mar that contained initially in addition to a 100 ounce Engelhard silver bar a one-of-a-kind agreement between 35 odd year old Ms. Schiff and me that called for this very fast track career woman to pay me 10% of everything she earned until such time as she was fully retired, in addition to one third of the settlement she received from Lou Gonda (second largest shareholder of AIG) for being Gonda’s managing partner of a US$100 million real estate portfolio.
Below are a couple of personal checks Ms. Schiff handed to me on October 23rd, 2001 which I waited until February 20th, I believe it was, 2002 before depositing; both checks were good and cleared her account without a problem.

Now make note of the first date, October 8th when examining carefully a memorandum I provided the Board of Directors of WCG on October 23rd, 2001.
October 25, 2001

Subject: High-Leverage

Vicky, this is intended as a partial recap of the Oct. 8th strategy meeting. It may also provide Dick Ziman with a more comprehensive response to his question of how I saw myself “fitting in?” At this time, perhaps, for others to get a sense of what I can contribute is to know a little from where I come; my discovering at an early age how easy it is to gain “high-leverage” even if clueless. I may have mentioned that one of my favorite movies is, Being There.] It might have been more apropos given my background had I responded, “My grandfather understood at age 12 the basic principles of leverage while pushing a wheelbarrow on the streets of Durban, South Africa, picking up unbroken bottles. It wasn’t long before he grasped that in order to achieve his dreams of building a trading conglomerate he would have to gain even “higher leverage,” to mention little of putting his good name to use. For nearly three decades I have helped leverage others like Wetherly Capital for good effect including figuring different levers to help keep Wall Street clean. [By the way, while the impoverished Jews of Europe passed through Ellis Island in their pursuit of Happiness, the dirt poor Jews trekked through Africa simply thankful to be passing up government sponsored pogroms.]

Government sponsored programs

Today our government is making what are primarily long-term economic decisions in the new war against terrorism. It is all about who gets the most “protection” dollars. As our political leaders begin to realize that they are in Washington and in lower basin states first and foremost to get re-elected, it won’t be long before we see the unified front in the war against terrorism begin to wane.

The New War brings America much closer to the Third World: different to what the author of “The pursuit of...” had in mind. It is in fact, Third World leaders who have mastered the power of words, i.e., sticks and stones break bones, but words kill. The new war against terrorism and the 1930’s war against poverty have much in common. Both resulted in monies immediately flowing into New York before spreading west. This time, however, there will be greater competition and therefore more scrutiny of projects that benefit the few, i.e., the “free lunches” that the New Deal afforded California farmers will come under fire, especially as the water crisis heats up.

Before any “trickle down” from government stimulus packages is felt out west, businesses will first have to bear the cost of the terror attacks, to mention little of the insurance industry’s ability to pass along their losses, often to those who can least afford it. [See attached Tillinghast and Morgan Stanley reports.] The term “exposure” will become more widely understood. Going “naked” is not an option for most businesses unless one is thinking outside of the box.

Finding funding opportunities

The opportunity exists for a group like Wetherly Capital to leverage not only our own business and political resources but, in addition, to play off those who are not quite sure about the business they are in. We should gather the intelligence that will allow us to tap into programs/projects that have government support on all levels, federal, state and local and
leverage this know-where with a mix of know-how. For example, we already know the investment community see a water play as preeminent and politicians, especially in California know the “run off” of water could result in them not being re-elected. Given the nature of this fragmented and archeaic industry, the opportunity exists for a group that has a good grasp of both the economic and political landscape, domestic and international, to carve out niche opportunities. With the right intelligence, we should be able to position ourselves to ride the crest of this particular wave and mitigate the “masses” from dropping in too closely.

The bottom line is that fund raising is a cyclical business. Right now buyout funds can’t do transactions because they cannot get bank financing; their collateral is all but useless. We might also want to consider going after NASDAQ companies that are clearly not going away targeting market sector leaders who are out of favor for some reason but still have a high likelihood of recovery in the next swing of the market, whether it be in six months from now or six years. Today few analysts are taking positions in such companies unless they are Blue Chip. Real estate may very well be an excellent play, especially considering the tenured standing of our group, but I would defer to those amongst us who know much more than I do on this subject.

Strategy
Establish an independent fund or joint venture with an established buy-out fund that takes less than a 5% position in target companies, preferably in those areas where we as a group might be able to add value, and then negotiate a deal – a preferred or convertible preferred. Just such a show of confidence can bolster overall public confidence. Ideally, the company can do something with the money. One strategy could involve accumulating convertible instruments, packaging them and then selling them off.

The advantage of a new fund is that existing funds already have their carried interest allocate and therefore attracting new blood is often difficult. The downside is that to put something like this together from soup to nutes would probably take about six months, cost about $250K and there is the risk that during this time some of these out of favor stocks will very likely recover.

Suggested Next Steps/Items to discuss
1. How does proceeding down the path to start a new fund fit in with the other activities of Wetherly?
2. Identify the right type of business opportunities; “debrief” decision makers in both the private sector, i.e., investment officers as well as the public sector, i.e., politicians and their advisors, to provide valuable insight.
3. Determine what resources would be needed for this effort; who is going to do what and when, etc.
4. How to set the word out about the business of Wetherly?
President and his wife received suggestions for the dress and organization of the first
"At Home" in the home of the State President in Durban. Eventually, Zena found herself

Page 3. Zena Gevisser Life Story

lecturing to corporate lawyers and public figures in America and elsewhere overseas on the benefits of
investment in South Africa. Where ever she went she was well received.
The ignorance of academics and others in fields of power on the subject of South Africa
annoyed her. In the school holidays she would take her small children (all four eventually) on her
overseas trips. Once landing in a capital city in Europe she was met
in by a leading civil servant of that country. Handing over her blonde, blue-eyed daughter to this lady
she was astounded to be told by her: “it is amazing how white your
child is with a black father!” Recovering from shock I asked her what she meant and
why did she think my husband was black? Her reply was that I had told her over the
phone that I was married to a South African and she therefore assumed he must be black!

Within a week of her arrival in Durban not knowing what to do with herself as training models took up
very little of her time, initially, she took a job with a lawyer, Rowley Aronstein. His wife Jackie ran a
Communist newspaper The Daily Worker and Zena

found herself involved in all kinds of politics as she typed out the different stories and
eventually met Africans, Indians and Whites who were against the Apartheid Government. Aswin
Choudhary introduced her to his Ghandi philosophy of non-violence and she became friendly with
A.N.C. members and Indian organisations.

She was devastated when sisters had to attend different classes of her teachings because
some could pass for “Whites” whilst others were labeled “Coloured”. This was all during
her early years as a mother and when her children were born (all four before she was 29)
she made up her mind that they must be trained to live outside of the country and the
sadly the land of their birth. Albert Luthuli, (his cousin worked for her), Chief Katshwezi, Alan Paton
had a dramatic effect on her. Brought up in an Anglicized rather than religious Jewish home she then
comfort amongst the Zionist families in Durban. Janet and Maurice Gevisser, Mary and Charles
Lachman and dozens of other people opened their homes to her and it was a great learning process.
Eventually Rabbi Ayer Weiss

arrived in Durban and taught her kashrut and the true meaning of Judaism. His lectures
to the children of the community “The Rabbi From Out Of Space” were important
lessons for her. From the earliest days of 1949 she visited Israel two and three times a year writing
reports for different publications. Her paternal grandmother had been an
early resident of Tel Aviv only returning to England when Zena was born. The Gevisser’s
(she married Bernie Gevisser when she was 19 after only a few months in Durban) owned land in Hatlil
harbour and Zeichron Yaacov and she swiftly left at home in Israel.

Reverting on the many wars when Israel was attacked she was the first civilian in the
captured area of the Sinai and in later years at her own expense twinned Darban with
Eilat. In 1978 she left Darban eventually making her home in Netanya and England.

Much of her work carried on in various places and although she gave up lecturing she
continued with her writings to this day. Her second husband Alan Zulman well known
in the clothing industry having started in the early 50’s • with a partner • a company which became
South African Clothing Industries — collaborated in an Anthology that was
published recently entitled “The Winking Cat”. The first story of the title of the book
which is about Ancient Egypt offers Zena’s philosophy which will overcome all
of Life’s problems. “Keep Smiling”.

You might be interested to know that Mr. Newell Starks, an officer of Citicorp Venture
Corporation, the extraordinarily successful leverage buyout arm of Citigroup, CVC
specializing in “management friendly”; i.e. “shareholder hostile” takeovers, had a very
significant hand to play in the crafting of that two page memo above as well as Perfect Storm II
available for viewing, free of charge, on Footsak.com.

Please now note the rather technical Promissory Note I have with Mr. Starks and his wife
Nancy after I loaned them some US$40,000 to take care of some household “odds and
ends”; such a note which Mr. Starks has chosen not to honor was offered recently to the
Mossad.
May 18, 2001

Gary S. Gevisser
357 Paris Lane
Del Mar, CA 92014

Dear Gary,

This letter shall be a binding agreement between Gary S. Gevisser ("Gary"), Newell V. Starks ("Newell") and Nancy H. Starks ("Nancy") with respect to us providing you with the following:

- $60,000 as a Loan to Gary with a 12% annual simple interest rate starting on January 1, 2002.
- Should Sterling Holding Company stock sell for in excess of $37.50 per share, then the amount shall be: $40,000 times a ratio calculated as follows: the actual sales price divided by $25.50.

It is our mutual understanding that upon the closing of the sale of Sterling Holding Company, we will first retro the principal of our $40,000 loan to you (in cash) and then immediately each provide you with a cash gift of $10,000. Thereafter, immediately at the beginning of the following year, we will each give you an amount of cash equivalent to the amount of accrued, but unpaid interest that has accumulated on any portion of this loan.

This agreement is fully binding upon each of our estates and heirs.

If the foregoing constitutes your understanding of our binding agreement as it does ours, please so indicate by signing below.

Sincerely yours,

[Signature]

Agreed to and accepted by

By: Gary S. Gevisser

By: Nancy H. Starks

Now read carefully my highly secretive and influential Royal-Mater-Mother's
Extraordinary life of an inspirational woman

ZENA Gevisser-Zulman is one of the most remarkable and inspiring women I have ever had the privilege to meet. The name may not be familiar to everyone, but she has had her 72 years to the full by a stunning career which has taken her all over the globe into the company of some of the world’s finest leaders. For the past 22 years she has lived in South Africa — a retreat from work and the family that she put all over her own life. Zena’s positive approach to love summed up when she first met me.

The book, "The Whistling Cat," has been distributed internationally, and the memoir is now available on Amazon. The book is available from Zena’s bookshop, "A Fingerspell" in Pretoria, or at her website, www.zenarevised.co.za.

Katharine Courts meets the truly remarkable Zena Gevisser-Zulman

In Zena’s own words, “I am a successful writer and have been writing people I love ever since.”

Men can be highly successful but never grow up

The book, "The Whistling Cat," has been distributed internationally, and the memoir is now available on Amazon. The book is available from Zena’s bookshop, "A Fingerspell" in Pretoria, or at her website, www.zenarevised.co.za.

Movie moguls latch on to short story

The book, "The Whistling Cat," has been distributed internationally, and the memoir is now available on Amazon. The book is available from Zena’s bookshop, "A Fingerspell" in Pretoria, or at her website, www.zenarevised.co.za.

very craftily written memoirs titled, LIFE STORY OF ZENA, which she began broadcasting on October 9th, 2001, the day after I mentioned to her that I had met for the first time with the Board of Directors of the WCG that include, Dick Ziman, CEO and Chairman of the Board of ARI Realty, a very significant New York Stock Exchange Real Estate Investment Trust.
Branches of Zena Gevisser

From: 'Kasha' <kasha@helensapoonline.co.uk>
To: Kathy and David Cazaniga <dczan@bigpond.net.au>
Cc: <merryg@iaci.com>
Sent: Tuesday, October 09, 2001 3:18 PM
Subject: Fw: Life story of Zena

----- Original Message -----
From: Kasha
To: lonetdale.jwodddion
Sent: Tuesday, September 25, 2001 5:45 PM
Subject: Life story of Zena

Literally - "Born To Perform" Zena Gevisser was pulled out of her mother's womb in an emergency Caesarean - performed in the front bedroom of the family home in Blackpool, England. Zena weighed a whopping 13lbs and in no time at all was used as an advertisement for Cow & Gate baby foods. Six years younger than her brother, who at the time she was born had moved on to boarding school. She was always felt an 'only child'. Not that this caused her any concern. From two years of age she was performing in pantomime and being paid for her services. Solo performances for charity were regular features of her young life with her - centre stage - with such monologues as "I was at a party when I was only two. A little girl fell off her chair and broke her wooden shoe. Everybody laughed but me - I did not laugh one single bit - you see 'cos I was the girl that fell" or "There was a little girl who had a little curl right in the middle of her forehead. When she was good she was very very good - but when she was bad she was horrid." From photo modeling with Cow & Gate she went on to ramps showing off the latest in children's fashions. A leading film company wanted her in movies but her father would not agree always being afraid strangers would take control of her young life. With virtually no friends of her age she mixed freely with adults. In the main with her paternal grandmother who born in Poland had come as an orphan from Poland where her whole immediate family had been wiped out in a pogrom. This same grandmother had her playing whist at whistdrives when she was eight. They won many prizes of food hampers and once a whole ten shillings! Wise beyond her years as she listened to the problems of the world relayed in her presence and the solutions to many of these problems. Early she had learned to overcome her inborn shyness. Trained by mainly her mother in the dance routines for the stage she in turn became a teacher of jive, jitterbug, and all the ballroom dances of the day, particularly to boys who sought her help. Her ever tolerant mother never even commented when the living room carpet became frayed and more or less threadbare! Right through the years of the Second World War she danced and sang until one day, performing a Stanley Temple song (she had become known as "the Shirley Temple of the North of England") her voice broke in the middle of "...an old straw hat, a pair of overalls and a worn out pair of shoes..."

This traumatic event caused her to think seriously about her future and she decided to forgo the limelight of theatre and become a writer. It was 1945 and Zena was 12 years old. Winston Churchill's wife Clementine sent her a letter of thanks for collecting money to build a new Royal Oak battleship destroyed in the war. Slowly she was learning the art of Advertising and Publicity. A finalist in a national beauty contest she was asked to join the well-known model school of Lucy Clayton and at the same time trained with the film star Vivien Leigh's mother as a beautician. Ever eager to learn new things she joined her parents in their new wartime hobby - training in Swedish massage. With all this it was...
not surprising that she had no time for playing with dolls or other childhood pursuits. The war was over and her dreams of being a foreign correspondent dropped behind enemy lines in Europe came to an abrupt end. Life was a ball. Dancing
- Partying – Summer days at the poolside – Attending live theatre at least once a week and much more. Suddenly in 1947 it came, abruptly, to an end. Her father
- had decided to emigrate to South Africa!! Landing in Durban the family went to stay at the Minor Hotel. As she went upstairs to leave her suite in her bedroom her mother walked into the lounge where a fashion show was being

organised. Ever Zena's publicity agent, her mother, seeing the struggle that was going on - informed them that although her daughter was only 18 she had a lifetime experience in stage and mannequin work. By the time Zena came downstairs she had a job which turned into a lifetime of endeavour. The success of that fashion show in aid of Israel brought her into the Durban public eye and stores and manufacturers clamoured for Zena's assistance. In Smith Street, sharing rooms with a beautician, she started The Durban School for Mannequins – An Academy of Appearance. Later it became simply Durban Charm School. Initially she advertised for girls to become models. However, she soon learned that a mere five percent of any who came to be interviewed would ever be good enough to be professional. The training brought not only confidence and self-esteem to all. Mainly her pupils were teenagers and adults.

Along with her Public Relations work with known Advertising Agencies (who at that time had not entered the field of Public Relations) she realised that Shyness was the biggest handicap to success in all fields and started to promote a programme for Adults. Her lectures were sought all over South Africa – starting with Women's Institutes and being sought after by business corporations where she often found herself lecturing men, particularly, the Sales force. Her favourite opening to the opposite sex was the joke about a religious man who went to heaven. At the Pearly Gates they asked him what his wish was seeing that he had been such a righteous man on earth. He thought about this and then said he would like to see his old teacher who had died some years before. They told him to sit around and wait. Eventually, he saw coming towards him in the distance his old teacher. He looked the same as he remembered him.

Running to greet his longest teacher he stopped in his tracks.

The teacher was holding the hand of a young girl who was stark naked. “Oh!” said the student “I see you have been rewarded for your good life on earth”. The teacher replied “No, my son, she is not my reward – I am her punishment!”. Zena then would say to the audience of businessmen... “Are you my reward or am I your punishment?”. Which would break the ice for as perhaps even to-day but certainly in the 1940's, 50's, 60's even 70's a woman lecturing to men was not easily accepted.

Schools were opened in what was then Zambia, Northern and Southern Rhodesia, and the Belgian Congo. Swaziland, Windhoek, Pretomanitzburg, Cape Town, Johannesburg and many small towns often by former pupils who had stayed on in Zena's classes to train as teachers. Her curricula on the importance of being a woman and overcoming shyness as well as how to enter the field of public relations and advertising were taught as far afield as Germany, Switzerland and Hong Kong. It would be many years before Universities and Colleges taught degree courses in Journalism and Public Relations even worldwide nevermind in Southern Africa.

Raising funds for charity became the order of the day with as many as 22 charities a year.
Same for small events and others for national occasions. Her advice was sought by politicians and business executives for their wives and for themselves. The first State
Something tells me that you are not smiling!

So out of nowhere you decide in your infinite wisdom to take me on, right at the moment when you have the very top Shareholder Class Action and Anti-Trust litigators in the world pulling out all stops to prevent just one of them filing the most refreshing and ironclad lawsuit against De Beers who do more than simply promote "A Diamond is Forever-A Girl's Best Friend"; this mafia of mafia understanding perfectly well such a complaint would most certainly with "all things being equal" survive any motion to dismiss by De Beers and Co which of course includes all 3 Branches of the United States Government including the US Supreme Court.
The "problem" which you no doubt a "problem child" able to conjure up right now the thought, "There is no such thing as a problem child only a problem parent", can still understand perfectly well is that such an epic, easy to understand complaint containing a "recital" that even an elementary school kid who has yet to graduate to middle school will perfectly understand, brings with it the downfall of the "gravy train" of each and every lawyer-politician in the world who has allowed, as you have, their formal education to interfere with their learning.

Draft “Recital” to “TREASON COMPLAINT” against the DeBeers-Anglo American Cartel [DAAC] and their tyrants including the United States Congress.

How do you feel finding out at this moment that the DAAC who with the help of Madison Avenue and Hollywood bringing to our shores the warm fuzzy feeling, "A Diamond is Forever-A Girl's Best Friend", was granted by the United States Government in 1933 an exclusive right to engineer-manufacture-distribute their own unlimited supply of lightweight, untraceable, never inventoried diamond currency?

Such “brilliant” monies that cost less to produce than any other "means of exchange" continue to be used religiously in buying off government, church and academia, the new corrupt church.

The deafening silence of Nobel Laureates particularly in Economics while talking volumes should have the hair on the back of your neck standing up on end, smart enough to know there is nothing to be gained at this time by “taking to the streets.”

The DAAC’s foothold becoming stronger as they infiltrate the lower echelons of the system, affecting each of us through the laws and even the educational system corrupting our children by failing to teach them the truth, limiting their power by limiting their knowledge.

Increasing difficult, however, to maintain the status quo of the rich trickling down the cost of staying rich on to the poor as the power of the Internet bypasses the blocks and facilitates the flow of information.

Knowing the facts that the DAAC are a monopoly, in flagrant violation of our sacrosanct Anti-Trust laws do you feel warm fuzzy thoughts about this mafia of mafia that Hollywood promotes and your government doesn't want to expose?

The Internet book, The Diamond Invention by blockbuster author-journalist Edward Jay Epstein throws a light on this subject.

Share your thoughts beginning with those you believe to be the least co-opted by the systemic rot and help us “fine tune” this epic SCAL [Stakeholder Class Action Lawsuit].

Email Gary S. Gevisser at gsg@sellnext.com should you have a little time on your hands to assist not only with the DAAC book that he plans on presenting to each member of the United States Congress but spreading the message of hope that it is within our power to give peace a better chance.

The idea that a DAAC controlled "court of law" is the "be all and end all" for delivering "justice" has increasingly less "foundation" with the masses both literate as well as illiterate getting properly informed from the “bottom up” about why it is that De Beers have been, for a century now, above the law because they write the laws; and there is absolutely nothing you can do about it but cry your heart out and beg for forgiveness.
It is not hard for anyone include corrupt ungodly academics to imagine why it is that a manmade institution such as a "court of law" would not be at the very top of the list of institutions De Beers has seen fit to corrupt and therefore all members of the judiciary with “blackened hands” who have yet to speak out loud and clear against the DeBeers Anglo American Cartel, the cartel of cartels, have to first recluse themselves when dealing with such a case as this one I am putting forth on behalf of the misrepresented masses of the world in, "real time".

Bringing Public International Attention to the DAAC’s Crimes Against Humanity, perpetrated so very openly, so very arrogantly and so well documented by this special interest of special interest group is not just easy, it is extraordinarily easy and fun to boot!

It is possible that you are long enough in the tooth to have been one of Kenneth Standard Esq's law professors at Harvard Law School when he graduated a lifetime ago, when the first African American to graduate was in attendance at Kenneth's graduation ceremony and approached him, the father of my friend, Devin Standard, most probably because they are both of the same ethnicity and said,

"When I attended Harvard not a single student or faculty member had a civil word to say to me!"

Now get down on your hands and knees and when getting up and don’t dare ask God for help because our Lord knows better than to do nothing other than have you provide me with “lip service” that again I use to increase the circle of those dependant upon my insight and analysis of the important events of the day, go to the 11,700 word, “I am Prepared to Die” speech Nelson Mandela gave from the dock of the US Court in Pretoria, South Africa on April 20th 1964; scroll down all they way until you get to Mandela, who looks throughout, to anyone with the least amount of commons sense, that he is, at a very minimum, asking for a, "slave wage increase", before then paying tribute to both the American and British judiciary who were not only responsible for his entrapment but to save his neck from the gallows forced Mandela to choke on the most foul tasting crow.

This day, some 7 odd years ago I began sending out copies of this Perspective One communication that was principally intended as a birthday gift for my amazing Allied fighter-bomber-pilot father, Bernie Gevisser who had no idea when during World Oil War II he was flying and dive bombing the crap out of the Nazi bastards alongside the likes of Dr. Syd Cohen MD in the skies of northern Italy, targeting mostly oil storage dumps that he was nothing but a pawn in a war very carefully engineered by De Beers who of course "saw fit" to have some of their very own participate, and of course willing to lose one or two.

A lot can occur in the space of 7 days as well as 7 minutes let alone 7 years during which time I as well as very close and trusted friends haven’t exactly been "asleep at the wheel".

You would know it is a terrible feeling to suddenly wake up from a deep sleep and discover that you have been fiddled, something you of course now feel despite the fact that you recognize the good, smart and most vengeful Lord has you very much on the path to returning, at best, as an earthworm to work and work, day in and day out, never see daylight until such time as you have removed all the pollution you and those you have touched so very poorly throughout your miserable life, with absolutely no possibility of any time off for "good behavior" and when infinite amount of time is reached without again the slightest possibility of evolving beyond a cancerous cell now working feverishly within your intestines, then and only
then will a more evolved species, perhaps a walrus, will have the pleasure of you when cushioning its fall.

Beached whales are not a pleasant sight and they can be rather stinky but to the best of my knowledge when an earthworm goes, "squooosh" the excretion, despite a lifetime of cleaning up hot gases, carries no odor, but I could be wrong.

Now if you have nothing better to do with your time for the remainder of the day please research this for me all the while remembering to pull out of your subconscious that litigators like Max M. Blecher, Anti-Trust Lawyer of the Year 1998, have no trouble computing the combined effect of that epic complaint against De Beers even if it does not get filed prior Israeli Military Intelligence's very mindful prediction,

"Immediately following the 2008 Beijing Olympic Games, Al Quaida will launch a series of attacks on the oil fields of Saudi Arabia, Qatar and Kuwait that in the next instant will paralyze the US economy."

Even a knucklehead understands this likely scenario which of course should have already happened, were it not for Al Quaida on the payroll of the United States of America, controlled just like the British by the De Beers Anglo American Cartel since the turn of the last century, represents "doomsday" for the highly rigged stock and real estate market, again dependant on the world's masses willing to breed for the filthy rich slaughter houses.

Moreover, you don't have to take my word for it but this not so Top Secret Israeli Military Intelligence report which shouldn't bother you all that much more since I am the only person in the world broadcasting it at Light-G-D-speed, reached President George W. Bush well before the Dali Lama "forced the hand" of President Bush; although you might prefer to think that George W. Bush is much smarter than you once thought and saw the opportunity of shaking the hand of the Dali Lama who hasn't forgotten how so very quickly beginning in August 1971, immediately after Henry Kissinger's secret mission to China, the US dumped Tibet when cutting off funding to the Tibetan monks who had previously received guerrilla warfare training at US military bases in the Colorado Rockies, in a last ditched effort to scare the Peoples Republic of Communist China to continue "going slow" in revaluing their currency or face the prospects that "cowboy" Bush will "call their bluff" and initiate a conflict involving Taiwan.

China bolsters its forces, US says
Pentagon report sees possible peril to Taiwan
By Bryan Bender, Globe Staff | April 10, 2005

WASHINGTON -- China has substantially beefed up its military in the past few years and will soon have the capacity to block US forces from defending Taiwan, according to Pentagon officials preparing a classified report. The report will warn that China has successfully copied other nations' technology to build modern armed forces.

The document, which will be released within weeks, also will assert that China is on the verge of launching a new fighter jet that closely follows the design of Israel's Lavi warplane. In addition, Beijing has nearly doubled the number of short-range missiles
aimed across the Taiwan Straits over the past two years to 725, the Pentagon officials said.

Click HERE full story.

You as well as President Bush as well as Israeli Military Intelligence have also not forgotten the PROCC predicted such a move some time back when "out of the blue" Chinese submarines armed with nuclear weapons began surfacing just outside US territorial waters, not to mention yet again, that the day prior China's Minister of Defense spelled out very clearly that any military intervention by the US, should China decide to use military force to reclaim Taiwan, the second leg of the Chinese Rooster, China would not hesitate in launching a pre-emptive nuclear strike on the mainland of the US.

"Risk Assessment" is my business.

All the markets including the stock market, insurance and real estate are dependant not only on "predictable outcomes" but when the outcomes do not include "rosy scenarios" the only business worth talking about is can you survive growing you own food and having access to clean drinking water.

[Word count 4348]

-----Original Message-----
From: David P. Charles
Sent: Wednesday, October 17, 2007 5:29 AM
To: Gary S. Gevisser
Subject: RE: please remove from mailing list

I haven't a clue. I delete every message as soon as I see it.

-----Original Message-----
From: Gary S. Gevisser [mailto:gevisser@sbcglobal.net]
Sent: Tuesday, October 16, 2007 5:56 PM
To: 'David P. Charles'
Subject: RE: please remove from mailing list

Can you tell me if you received my last communiqué to attorney JP Kurt?

-----Original Message-----
From: David P. Charles
Sent: Tuesday, October 16, 2007 5:14 PM
To: Gary S. Gevisser
Subject: please remove from mailing list

please remove me from your asinine mailing list. thanks.